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Abstract 

 

Artificial intelligence (AI) has been expanding in 

advancement for certain years, discovering its place 

in our regular day to day existences with consistently 

developing pace and power. There is no uncertainty 

Machine learning has turned out to be increasingly 

refined in the recent years and will keep on doing as 

such as its learning are compounded and computing 

power increments. Artificial intelligence based 

digital security is genuinely an ocean change in the 

security business. But, In response to the increasing 

use of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to 

defend against cyber attacks, malicious actors are 

now discussing their potential application for 

criminal use. This paper is an attempt to show how 

Artificial intelligence and Machine learning acts as a 

twofold edge sword helping the two assailants and 

safeguards. 
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Introduction 

 
During the 1950s, Artificial intelligence (AI) turned 

into a hotly debated issue of logical discussion in 

sci-fi books. The possibility of assaults by keen 

machines turned into a pattern that drove the creative 

the need to propel their abilities to stay aware of this 

advancement. One application could be to utilize Deep 

learning calculations to improve the adequacy of their 

assaults. This demonstrates AI and its subsets will 

assume a bigger job in encouraging cyber attacks soon. 

Looking over the last couple of years, attacks  have 

been gaining pace and targeting us in new ways. 

 

Over the next year there will be a rise in the amount of 

ransomware attacks that result in data being destroyed, 

sometimes simply for the hell of it .There is a clear  

shift away from purely money-based motivation and a 

raft of political and ideological ideas are now coming 

into play with cyber attacks. And many of these 

represent a rise in nihilism that we haven’t previously 

seen. For the security industry to get the most out of 

AI, they need to recognize what machines do best 

and what people do best. Advances in AI can 

provide new tools for threat hunters, helping them 

protect new devices and networks even before a 

threat is classified by a human researcher. Machine 

learning techniques, for example, unsupervised 

learning and ceaseless retraining can keep us in front 

of the digital hoodlums. However, hackers aren’t 

resting on their laurels.AI is by no means a cyber 

security panacea. At the point when set 

straightforwardly against a human adversary, with 

clear circumvention objectives, AI can be crushed. 

This doesn't mean we shouldn't utilize AI, it implies 

we ought to comprehend its confinements. 

energy down dull ways of innovative control. More AI as Safeguard 

and more organizations are beginning to employ 

machine learning and artificial intelligence as part of Artificial intelligence is never again sci-fi and is on a 

their defenses against cyber threats. As organizations way of obliteration, yet not one that could have been 

and  governments  use  AI,  the  potential for its anticipated 60 years prior. It is assuming no little job 

application   in   cyber   security   is  ending  up in the anticipation of cybercrime, and driving the 

progressively obvious. Cyber threat actors perceive battle back in securing information. Artificial 
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intelligence is breaking the boundary of the 

conventional guideline based control sort of security 

that is never again successful. AI tosses an 

adaptable, living net over the association that can 

examine information continuously and square up and 

coming noxious movement. It can give security 

experts profitable understanding into frameworks 

and enable them to organize security alarms – no 

little aid when measurements demonstrate a grim 

security scene. Cyber security field refers mostly to 

machine learning methods and different tasks that 

can be used to solve security issues. 

 
1. Regression 

 
The learning about the current information is used to 

have a thought of the new information. In cyber 

security, it very well may be connected to extortion 

discovery. The highlights decide a likelihood of 

deceitful activities. Regressions are factual procedures 

for breaking down information that assists with the two 

data classification and prediction. In regression, the 

relationship between two variables present in the data 

population is estimated by analyzing multiple 

independent and dependent variables. Regression can 

be of many types like, linear regression, polynomial 

regression, lasso regression, Ridge regression, Random 

forest, SVR (Support Vector Regression), Decision 

trees and so on. A fascinating use case with regression 

analysis is the fraud detection system. This following 

diagram [9] shows the regression graph. 

 
 

 
Fig 1 - Regression graph 

2. Classification 

 
Classification is the way toward separating 

information into numerous classes. Obscure 

information is ingested and separated into classes 

dependent on attributes or highlights. Classification 

issues are a case of supervised learning since the 

preparation information is named. Classification can 

be of many types like Linear regression(LR), K- 

Nearest Neighbours(KNN), Support Vector 

Machine(SVM), Kernel SVM, NaiveBayes, Decision 

tree classification, Random forest classification and 

so on. Web information order is an exemplary case of 

this sort of realizing, where web substance get 

arranged with models to their individual kind 

dependent on their printed substance like news, web 

based life, ads, etc. The following figure [9] shows 

data classified into two classes: 

 

 
Fig 2 - Data classified in 2 classes in classification 

graph. 

 
Classification is also straightforward. In terms of cyber 

security, For example a spam filter separating spams 

from other messages.. Spam filters are most likely the 

primary Machine learning approach connected to Cyber 

security errands. The supervised learning approach is 

typically utilized for characterization where instances of 

specific gatherings are known. 

 
3. Clustering 

 
Clustering is the way toward gathering information 

and putting comparable information into a similar 

gathering. Clustering systems utilize a progression of 

data parameters and experience a few emphases 
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before they can amass the information. These 

techniques are most popular in the fields of 

information retrieval and pattern recognition. 

Clustering is like order with the main yet significant 

distinction. The data about the classes of the 

information is obscure. There is no thought whether 

this information can be characterized. This is 

unsupervised learning. As far as anyone knows, 

forensic analysis is the best undertaking for 

clustering. The reasons, course, and outcomes of an 

occurrence are dark [14]. It's required to characterize 

all exercises to discover inconsistencies. 

Arrangements to malware analysis (i.e., malware 

protection or secure email gateways) may execute it 

to separate legal files from exceptions.Some of 

clustering techniques are Mixture Model(LDA), 

DBSCn, K-Nearest neighbors (KNN), K-Means, 

Bayesian, Gaussian Mixture Model, Agglomerative, 

Mean-Shift etc. Clustering techniques are also 

popularly used in the demographic analysis of the 

population. The accompanying graph [9] 

demonstrates how comparable information is 

assembled in clusters: 

 

 

 
Fig 3 - similar data is grouped in clusters 

 
3. Dimensionality Reduction 

 
Dimensionality reduction or generalization isn't as 

famous as classification, yet fundamental in the 

event that you manage complex frameworks with 

unlabeled data and numerous potential highlights. 

Dimensionality reduction can help handle it and cut 

superfluous highlights. Like clustering, 

dimensionality reduction is generally one of the 

undertakings in a progressively perplexing model. 

As per cyber security tasks, for face detection 

solutions Dimensionality reduction is very 

common. Dimensionality reduction issues are AI 

systems where high dimensional information with 

numerous factors is spoken to with standard factors, 

without losing any imperative data. Some of 

dimensionality reduction techniques are Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA), Singular-value 

decomposition (SVD), T-distributed Stochastic 

Neighbor Embedding (T-SNE), Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA), Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), 

Factor Analysis (FA), Independent Component 

Analysis (ICA), and Non-negative Matrix 

Factorization (NMF) [15]. Dimensionality reduction 

methods are regularly connected on system bundle 

information to make the volume of information 

sizeable. These are additionally utilized during the 

time spent component extraction where it is difficult 

to display with high dimensional data. The 

accompanying figure [9] shows high-dimensional 

data with different factors: 

 

 
 

 
Fig 4 - High-dimensionality data in dimensionality 

reduction graph 

 
AI as assailant 

 
Occurrences of revealed cybercrime are developing 

cosmically – but numerous effective assaults are as 

yet not detailed, or even identified. In response to the 

escalating threat, detection capabilities are constantly 

being refined, improved and almost fully re- 

imagined. AI is aiding the fight against cyber crime 

and AI is helping the cyber criminals as well. 

Hackers and businesses are going head-to-head – 

with hackers now able to develop more sophisticated 

threats, and businesses looking to use AI for threat 

detection, prevention and remedy. The ongoing 

discoveries exhibit how AI and ML can be utilized 

by cybercriminals for further developed a lot quicker 

and less expensive assaults. Preparing for an attack; 

Impersonation, Unauthorized access, Performing an 
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actual attack such as malware or DDoS, and 

Automation are attackers’ activities of high level 

tasks that machine learning can solve [6]. 

 
As on account of phishing or contamination 

planning, programmers may utilize the classifying 

algorithm to portray a potential injured individual as 

having a place with an important gathering. 

Different clustering and classification techniques 

from K-means and random forests to neural 

networks can be utilized for this situation over the 

NLP analysis, which ought to be connected to 

victim's posts on social networks. 

 

1. Attempting to imitate a confidant allow 

cybercriminals to attack victims in different ways 

depending on a need and a communication channel. 

One of the oldest area is email spam where machine 

learning techniques was utilized in the service of 

cyber security. cybercriminals can prepare a neural 

system to make junk emails, which won't stimulate 

doubt. The attackers can use recurrent neural 

network, particularly LSTM. Where, MarkovChain 

model generate tweets based on user’s previous 

tweets and compare results. The LSTM's gives 

higher accuracy yet requires more opportunity for 

preparing. Applying generative adversarial networks 

(GANs) it is possible for attackers to create not only 

a fake voice, but also fake videos and texts. 

 
2. Obtaining unauthorized access is a tough work, 

but CAPTCHA bypass and password brute force 
techniques of machine learning makes it easier. 
Support vector machines (SVM) method can break 
the system running on reCAPTCHA images with an 

accuracy of 82%, where image recognition  - deep 
residual    networks    with  34   layers can break 

a CAPTCHA of   websites. Also with 95–98% 
Accuracy [16]. Markov-chains models and GANs 

are AI approach for password guessing. Where 
Markov models were first that used to generate 
password and there are two networks Generative 
(produces adversarial examples) and Disciminative 

(tests if the model is genuine or not), and these two 
networks are part of a special neural networks I.e. 
GANs. 

 
3. Using reinforcement learning by AI a cyber 

criminal can create a malware, change it, send to 

Virus Total, check results, make other changes, etc. 

the assailants can create DDoS packets almost 

similar to the real client activities with the assistance 

of Artificial intelligence. They can intercept normal 

traffic and afterward train neural system, for example, 

GAN to send authentic packets. 

 
4. With the help of machine learning, cybercriminals 

can reduce costs on these attacks and automate them. 

The concept is that if cybercriminals manage botnets 

manually, hivenets can have a sort of brain to reach a 

particular event and change behavior depending on 

them. Who will utilize the victim’s assests, it is 

completely depend on various bots to choose based on 

the errand.. 

 
Conclusion 

 

Today’s cyber threat landscape shifts so rapidly, and 

much of the malware we see today will be gone 

tomorrow, and there will be new threats which we 

never saw so long. Experienced hackers can replace 

tasks in different areas using Machine learning and 

Artificial intelligence. It’s very difficult to predict 

when and what exactly will replace, but being aware 

of that cyber crime organisations have hundreds of 

numbers requires different types of software such as 

Support portals or Support bots. Beside utilizing 

progressively secure passwords and being 

increasingly cautious while following outsider sites, I 

can just exhort focusing security frameworks 

dependent on new technologies, for now AI and ML 

in order to be ahead of perpetrators. 
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